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We present a systematic study of the role of elemental identity in determining electronic, 
energetic, and geometric properties of representative A28B28, A30B30, and A36B36 III-V (A=B, Al, 
Ga, or In and B=N, P, or As) and II-VI (A=Zn or Cd and B=S or Se) fullerene allotropes. A 
simple descriptor comprised of electronegativity differences and covalent radii captures the 
relative fullerene stability with respect to a nanoparticle reference, and we demonstrate 
transferability to group IV A72 (A=C, Si, or Ge) fullerenes. We identify the source of relative 
stability of the four- and six-membered-ring-containing A36B36 and A28B28 fullerene allotropes to 
the less stable, five-membered-ring containing A30B30 allotrope. Relative energies of hydrogen-
passivated single ring models explain why the even-membered ring structures are typically more 
stable than the A30B30 fullerene, despite analogies to the well-known C60 allotrope. The ring 
strain penalty in the four-membered ring is comparable to or smaller than the nonpolar bond 
penalty in five-membered rings for some materials, and, more importantly, five-membered rings 
are more numerous in A30B30 than four-membered rings in A36B36 or A28B28 allotropes. Overall, 
we demonstrate a path forward for predicting the relative stability of fullerene allotropes and 
isomers of arbitrary shape, size, and elemental composition.  
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1. Introduction 
Thirty years after the discovery of Buckminsterfullerene (C60) through vaporization of 
graphite by laser irradiation1, the excellent properties and potential applications of this unusual 
carbon allotrope continue to drive considerable scientific inquiry2. Since their initial discovery, 
C60 fullerenes have found broad technological relevance in polymer-fullerene solar cells3-6, drug 
delivery7-8, and proposed hydrogen storage devices9. The unusual shape and properties of C60 
have motivated study of its formation mechanism both theoretically10 and experimentally11. Soon 
after the discovery of the carbon-based fullerene, isoelectronic boron nitride fullerenes were 
synthesized by electron beam irradiation12 and later with more success through the arc-melting 
method in a wide size range (BnNn, n=1213, 2414-15, 2815, 3615-17, and 4815). These structures 
differ from C60 in that they are proposed to only have even-membered rings with polar B-N 
bonds, although transition metal dopants16-17 have also been observed to be present due to 
synthesis conditions. We note that elemental boron, in particular, is well known to produce 
unusual chemical bonding and allotropes18-19. Recently, hollow nanocage structures have been 
made from other elements, including an all boron fullerene20 and multilayered inorganic MoS221-
24 and MoSe221 fullerene-like structures.  
First-principles simulation can provide valuable insight into the relationship between the 
unusual geometric structure and associated electronic properties for both fullerenes that have 
been experimentally isolated and those that may yet still be synthesized. Of all of the binary 
fullerenes, boron nitride structures have been the primary focus of numerous computational 
semiempirical25 and density functional theory (DFT)26-33 studies, primarily at sizes 
commensurate with experimentally characterized  BN fullerenes25-27, 29-32, especially B36N3626-27, 
29-31 allotropes, or slightly larger structures28, 33.  Simulations have estimated the 72-atom 
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fullerene to be most stable when 6 four-membered and 32 six-membered rings are present26, 
although there has been some exploration28-29 of line defects, octagons, decagons and 
dodecagons or with transition metal dopants30 and hydrogenated structures33. Beyond boron 
nitride, there have been fewer studies of binary compounds comprised of other elements, and 
typically the focus has been on III-V and II-VI binary AnBn fullerenes with light elements34-46 
(A=boron, aluminum, zinc; B=nitrogen, phosphorus, oxygen, sulfur) and small size34-35, 38-47 
(n=12). There are a few exceptions in the literature with heavier elements45, 47-49 (A=gallium, 
cadmium; B=arsenic) and larger sizes36-37, 48-49, and binary IV-IV Si12C1235 and homogeneous 
boron fullerenes50-51 have also been considered. One notable exception is a study by Beheshtian 
and coworkers34 who focused on a broader view of the role that element substitution plays in 
A12B12 (A=boron, aluminum; B=nitrogen, phosphorus) fullerene properties. In addition to 
fundamental property studies, some investigations have focused on the potential of binary or 
ternary III-V52-53  or II-VI54-56 fullerenes in nanotechnology as gas sensors, for drug delivery57, or 
as hydrogen storage materials58-62. 
Despite numerous theoretical studies of structural, energetic, and electronic properties of III-
V and II-VI binary fullerenes, a thorough analysis of fullerenes throughout the periodic table has 
not thus far been carried out in order to identify underlying chemical trends in stable fullerene 
allotrope candidates. A better understanding of the element-specific rules that govern fullerene 
allotrope stability will help accelerate identification of potentially synthetically accessible 
candidates with novel materials properties. Here, we provide a comprehensive study of the 
relative stability and properties of AnBn (n=28, 30, 36) fullerenes for 12 III-V materials 
(A=B,Al,Ga, or In and B=N, P, or As), 4 II-VI materials (A=Zn or Cd and B=S or Se) with some 
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comparison to unary IV C, Si, and Ge structures. In this study, we unearth simple, global 
descriptors and structural models capable of predicting fullerene stabilities.  
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the Computational Details 
of our study. Section 3 contains the Results and Discussion of the energetic and electronic 
properties of stoichiometric III-V and II-VI A36B36 fullerenes along with comparisons and 
evaluations of properties to A28B28 and A30B30 fullerenes. We provide our Conclusions in Section 
4. 
2. Computational Details 
First-principles simulations. Calculations were carried out with the graphical-processing 
unit (GPU)-accelerated quantum chemistry package, TeraChem63-64. Geometry optimizations65 
and band gap calculations were performed using DFT with the long-range corrected, hybrid 
ωPBEh66 exchange-correlation functional (ω=0.2) and the composite LACVP* basis set. The 
LACVP* basis set corresponds to an LANL2DZ effective core potential basis for the Zn, Cd, Ga, 
In, As, and Se atoms and 6-31G* basis for the B, Al, N, P, and S atoms.  
Structures. We used the B36N36 (B28N28) fullerene geometry obtained with the 
CRYSTAL1467 package as a starting point to generate all other A36B36 (A28B28) fullerenes. We 
converted the B36N36 (B28N28) Cartesian coordinates to internal coordinates in the Gaussian z-
matrix format, replaced boron or nitrogen atoms by A or B atoms, respectively, and initially 
rescaled interatomic distances in the z-matrix based on experimental A-B bond distances in AB 
crystal structures68. The optimal bond distances for the starting point of geometry optimizations 
of A36B36 fullerenes were obtained by scanning distances in 0.05 Å increments within ± 0.5   of 
the experimental bond distances. Initial A30B30 fullerene configurations were built following the 
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A36B36/A28B28 procedure but instead starting from a C60 fullerene geometry obtained from the 
Fullerene Library69. In order to investigate the stability of A36B36 fullerenes, we also built 
unpassivated A36B36 spherical nanoparticles (NPs). We obtained experimental parameters of AB 
crystals from the Crystallography Open Database68, built supercells of the AB bulk in 
Avogadro70, and removed unneeded atoms from the super cells to form spherical NPs. In order to 
understand stability difference between A30B30 and A36B36 fullerenes, initial passivated four-, 
five-, six-membered rings were built using experimental bond distances68 with Avogadro70.  
Analysis. Coordination numbers (CNs) of individual atoms in fullerenes and NPs are 
assigned based on rescaled covalent radii of A and B atoms. The cutoff for an A-B bond was 
assigned as: 
 dcut (A-B) =1.25(rcov
A + rcov
B ) , (1) 
where rcov
A  is covalent radius of A atom and rcov
B  is covalent radius of B atom. The tabulated 
distance cutoffs for A-B bonds in all studied materials are summarized in Supporting 
Information Table S1. Partial charges of atoms and bonding analysis were obtained from the 
TeraChem interface with the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO), version 6.0 package71. NBO 
calculates the natural atomic orbitals (NAOs) for each atom by computing the orthogonal 
eigenorbitals of the atomic blocks in the density matrix, and the NBO partial charge on an atom 
is obtained as the difference between the atomic number and the total population for the NAO on 
the atom. The Pauling electronegativity difference72 (see Supporting Information Table S2), 
which is defined as the dissociation energy difference between A-B bonds and the average of A-
A and B-B bonds, was used to analyze the fullerene stability and bonding properties. The 
projected density of states (PDOS) was computed for fullerenes by extracting the square of 
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coefficients of atom-centered basis functions of each angular momentum type and applying 
Gaussian broadening (σ=0.01 Ha) using an in-house Python script.   
3. Results and Discussion 
3a. Energetics of A36B36 Fullerenes 
We investigated the energetic properties of A36B36 fullerenes from stoichiometric 
combinations of i) III-V group elements: A = boron, aluminum, gallium, or indium with B = 
nitrogen, phosphorus, or arsenic and ii) II-VI group elements: A = zinc or cadmium with B = 
sulfur or selenium. The A36B36 structure consists of four- and six-membered rings that contain 
only A-B bonds and no A-A or B-B bonds, unlike a five-membered-ring-containing binary 
A30B30 model of Buckminsterfullerene (Figure 1). The 6 four-membered rings reside on the 
vertices of the A36B36 octahedral structure that also contains 32 six-membered rings.  
 
Figure 1. Representative ball-and-stick models of A30B30 (top left), A28B28 (bottom left), and 
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A36B36 (bottom right) fullerenes with A atoms shown in red and B atoms in blue. The A and B 
element choices are shown at top right: A atoms from group III (in red boxes) with B atoms from 
group V (in blue boxes) or A atoms from group II (in red boxes) with B atoms from group VI (in 
blue boxes).  
 
Geometry optimization of initial A36B36 fullerene structures (see Computational Details) 
preserves coordination and qualitative structure with no bond rearrangement. However, the 
alternating short and long bond lengths in the initial structures become more comparable after 
geometry optimization (see Supporting Information Table S3). This unchanged coordination 
indicates that the fullerenes are stable local minima, but comparison to other allotropes is needed 
to infer global stability. We used nanoparticles (NPs) cut from bulk crystal structures, as is 
common practice in semiconductor NP studies73-74, with the same number of atoms as a fullerene 
in order to provide a candidate low energy reference (see Supporting Information Figure S1). For 
consistency, we geometry optimized these unpassivated NP structures. The average initial CN 
for the spherical NPs is 3, the same as in a fullerene. NP geometry optimizations result in surface 
rearrangement, increasing the average CN of each compound to between 3.1 and 3.7 (see 
Supporting Information Table S4). Although we expect the NPs to be more stable than the 
fullerene structures due to higher average CNs in the optimized NPs, there is a trade-off with 
some surface atoms (CN < 3) in the reconstructed NPs. 
In order to determine the relative stability of A36B36 fullerenes, we define a relative 
energy per pair of A, B atoms in optimized fullerenes (E(FL)) with respect to those in the 
optimized NP (E(NP): 
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 Eper pair =
E(FL)
36
−
E(NP)
36 . (2) 
We have previously used a similar metric in the analysis of amorphous InP cluster stability75. 
Interestingly, the fullerenes are more stable than NPs (i.e., the energy per pair is negative) for 
almost all materials studied (Figure 2). These observations suggest, for instance, that the four-
membered rings present in the fullerenes do not induce significant strain, which we will consider 
in more detail shortly when we compare to other fullerene allotropes that lack four-membered 
rings. The most stable fullerene (-28 kcal/mol per pair) is B36N36, which has already been 
successfully synthesized experimentally15-17. In addition to this well-studied compound, Al36N36, 
Ga36N36, In36N36, and B36P36 fullerenes are all more stable than the optimized NPs by at least 5 
kcal/mol per pair. Comparing all element choices, fullerene relative stability decreases when an 
anion or cation is held fixed and the other species (cation or anion) is substituted with a heavier 
element. For all 16 compounds considered, we identify only the II-VI Cd36Se36 fullerene (Eper pair 
= 4 kcal/mol) as an exception where the NP is more stable. We note, however, that II-VI 
fullerenes are generally less stable than III-V fullerenes. This trend may be in part due to larger 
charge separation in the II-VI materials than that of III-V materials. Overall, our observations 
suggest the following candidates for experimentally stable fullerenes: Al36N36, Ga36N36, In36N36, 
and B36P36 in addition to the previously-characterized B36N36. 
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Figure 2. Relative energy per pair of AB atoms in kcal/mol of geometry-optimized A36B36 
fullerenes and nanoparticles for different III-V group (left) and II-VI group (right) compounds. 
The materials for which the fullerenes are most stable are indicated in blue, and those for which 
the nanoparticles are most stable are indicated in red. The color scale is centered at 0 kcal/mol 
and saturated values correspond to +/- 15 kcal/mol, as indicated by the inset color bar.  
 
We investigated several candidate descriptors to unearth explanations for these observed 
trends in A36B36 fullerene stability. These descriptors included: i) the sum of A and B atoms' 
atomic numbers, ii) the sum of covalent radii, iii) A-B bond lengths of geometry optimized 
A36B36 fullerenes, and iv) electronegativity differences between A and B atoms. We found that 
no single descriptor correlated sufficiently strongly to stability trends (see Supporting 
Information Figure S2). Instead, we identified a linear combination of properties that describes 
relative stability trends (Figure 3). Our search for a best-fit relationship between relative stability 
and descriptors reveals a simple functional form (R2=0.80): 
 Eper pair = 30.04 0.31 ∆χB-A -0.75 +0.69(rcov
A + rcov
B ) − 53.59 , (3) 
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where Eper pair is the relative energy per pair of A and B atoms in kcal/mol, ∆χB-A is the unitless 
Pauling electronegativity difference between B and A atoms, rcov
A  and rcov
B  are covalent radii of A 
and B atoms in  . This expression suggests that stability is determined roughly 30% by the 
electronegativity difference and 70% by the effective size of the substituent elements, which 
generally increases as we move down the periodic table. The centering of electronegativity 
differences around -0.75 was based on an analysis of trends in stability versus electronegativity 
alone (see Supporting Information Figure S2). 
 
Figure 3. Relationship of the relative energy per pair of AB atoms in kcal/mol of A36B36 
fullerenes referenced against spherical nanoparticles from III-V (green circles), II-VI (orange 
circles), and IV (magenta triangles) materials with a linear combination of electronegativity 
difference of B and A atoms ( ∆χB-A) and sum of covalent radius of A ( rcov
A ) and B ( rcov
B ) atoms. A 
best-fit line (gray dashed), which was fit only to III-V and II-VI data, is shown. Selected 
compounds are labeled and highlighted with bolder symbols. 
 
 In order to test the transferability of the observed trend, we investigated whether group 
IV single-element A72 fullerenes (A=C, Si, Ge) stability would follow the same trend as the 
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binary fullerenes. We note here the electronegativity difference is zero ( ∆χA-A = 0) and the 
covalent radii are identical ( rcov
B = rcov
A ) (see Supporting Information Method S1 for details of 
computing the relative stability of A72 fullerenes). Our combined descriptor of electronegativity 
and covalent radius predicts not only the relative stability of A36B36 fullerenes but also that of the 
homogenous A72 fullerenes (Figure 3).   
 
3b. Electronic Properties of A36B36 Fullerenes 
We then studied the role that elemental composition plays in determining electronic 
properties of the A36B36 fullerenes. Band gaps may be obtained from total energy differences of 
cationic, anionic, and neutral species, which is commonly called the ∆-SCF method76-77, or 
approximated as the Kohn-Sham gap obtained from the difference in highest-occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) and lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energies. Generally, the 
HOMO-LUMO Kohn-Sham gap is known to be quite close to the fundamental gap for 
generalized Kohn-Sham methods such as range-corrected hybrids78-79. We verified the validity of 
this observation for C60 fullerenes by comparing ωPBEh66 HOMO-LUMO (6.0 eV) and ∆-SCF 
(5.9 eV) gaps with each other and to the experimental value (4.9 eV80).  Range-separation 
parameter (ω   tuning to match the negative of the HOMO eigenvalue (-εHOMO) to the 
ionization potential (IP) has been demonstrated79 as a strategy to obtaining improved optical 
properties of materials. Notably, our use of the default ω parameter (0.2) yields a difference of 
only 0.06 eV between the IP and -εHOMO, indicating this value is suitable for the materials 
studied. Although ωPBEh overestimates the gap, the HOMO-LUMO gap and fundamental gap 
are quite close, and the overall error is reduced with respect to global hybrids, such as B3LYP81-
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82 (see Supporting Information Figure S3). Therefore we focus on trends in the gaps predicted 
with ωPBEh, anticipating that calculated gaps are likely slight overestimates.  
Comparison of geometry-optimized III-V and II-VI A36B36 fullerenes reveals a 
significant variation from HOMO-LUMO gaps as small as 5.3 eV for heavy elements to as large 
as 10.8 eV for the lightest element pairings (Figure 4). Some A36B36 (B=nitrogen) fullerenes 
have been previously studied with the PBE functional83, yielding predicted band gaps of 5.1 eV 
(A=boron), 2.7 eV (A=aluminum), 2.2 eV (A=gallium) and 0.7 eV (A=indium). The PBE 
functional is known to underestimate band gaps83, but focusing on band gap trends indicates a 
comparable 5 eV difference from the lightest to heaviest fullerenes. This band gap shift is also 
consistent with the shift observed experimentally for AB crystal structures (from 6.2 eV to 0.42 
eV80, 84-85) with increasingly heavy cation or anion substitutions (see Supporting Information 
Table S5). Confinement effects in the 0D fullerene structure as well as the slight overestimate of 
band gaps previously noted for ωPBEh explain this difference with respect to the bulk crystal 
structure. In contrast with overall trends, we note several exceptions to the band gap reduction 
with increasing mass. Interestingly, these exceptions in our DFT calculations (AlP, GaP > BP 
and AlAs > BAs) follow trends observed in experimental bulk crystal band gaps.  
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Figure 4. HOMO-LUMO gaps (in eV) of geometry-optimized A36B36 fullerenes from III-V (left) 
and II-VI (right) materials obtained with ωPBEh/LACVP*. HOMO-LUMO gaps are color-coded 
by magnitude from largest (red) to smallest (blue).  
 
In order to compare substitution of A and B elements, we calculated the average change 
in band gap by keeping the cation (anion) element the same and moving to a heavier anion 
(cation) element as 1.0 eV and 1.1 eV, respectively, indicating comparable effects in band gaps 
of substitution of A and B elements. A direct comparison of the dependence of individual 
HOMO and LUMO eigenvalues with element substitution (see Supporting Information Figure 
S4) reveals separate effects of the cation and anion, however. When the cation element is kept 
the same for III-V or II-VI materials, LUMO eigenvalues show a relatively wider dependence on 
substitution of different anion elements compared with HOMO eigenvalues, indicating anion 
elements tend to change the LUMO more. Comparable ranges of HOMO and LUMO shifts are 
observed by keeping anion the same for III-V materials or II-VI materials, indicating cation 
elements change HOMO and LUMO equally.  
In order to compare how substitutions of cationic and anionic elements change electronic 
structure, we present the total and orbital projected density of states (PDOS) of A=boron, 
gallium, or B=nitrogen, phosphorus in A36B36 fullerenes (Figure 5). Moving down the periodic 
table shifts the peaks near the Fermi level in both the conduction band (CB) and valence band 
(VB), with the strongest effect observed from first-row to second-row nitrogen to phosphorus or 
boron to aluminum elements. In all cases, the VB is predominantly derived from the anion atom 
p orbitals, varying from 40% to 71% for the compounds considered (see Supporting Information 
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Table S6), with lighter anion fullerenes exhibiting the largest p orbital contributions. Notably, 
cation effects are not monotonic, and gallium-containing fullerenes possess the most anion p 
orbital contributions. Owing to charge transfer effects, the CB is in turn dominated by cation p 
orbitals with the lightest nitrogen-containing fullerenes having the largest contribution.  
 
Figure 5. Total density of states (DOS) (black line) and orbital projected density of states 
(PDOS) of A atom s orbital (red solid line), A atom p orbital (red dashed line), B atom s orbital 
(blue solid line) and B atom p orbital (blue dashed line) for (a) A=boron, (b) A=gallium, (c) 
B=nitrogen, and (d) B=phosphorus fullerenes. The dominant orbitals in the VB and CB are 
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indicated with light blue and light red shaded regions. The shifts of DOS peaks (gray lines) and 
dominant orbitals peaks in PDOS of both the CB (orange dashed lines) and VB (green dashed 
lines) are highlighted between each material. The brown dashed lines indicate the positions of 
the HOMO and LUMO.  
 
Specific trends depend strongly on the materials compared, e.g. from BN to BP the p 
orbital peaks in both the VB and CB shift toward the Fermi level. From GaN to GaP, on the 
other hand, the peak in the VB shifts away from the Fermi level and the CB peak shifts toward 
the Fermi level. From BN to AlN, the peak in the VB remains the same position and the CB peak 
shifts toward the Fermi level. From BP to AlP, both peaks in VB and CB shift away from the 
Fermi level. In contrast, when changing from second- to third-row phosphorus to arsenic anions 
or from aluminum to indium cations, the peaks in both the CB and VB keep similar positions 
(A=aluminum or indium and B=arsenic behave comparably to A=boron or gallium and  
B=phosphorus, as shown in Supporting Information Figure S5). The main exception to this latter 
trend is when comparing heavier cation substitution in B=nitrogen fullerenes, which leads to a 
gradual shift in p orbital peaks toward the Fermi level. The II-VI fullerenes behave comparably 
to the III-V materials but show less overall difference with element substitution (see Supporting 
Information Figure S5). 
We can further explain trends in the PDOS by comparing NBO partial charges in 
different materials. The partial charge analysis reveals that both A and B atoms become more 
neutral with increasingly heavy anion atoms (see Supporting Information Figure S6), which 
explains the decreasing contributions of anion p orbitals in the VB. In contrast, the extent of 
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charge transfer is comparable for second- to fourth-row cation atoms, which is consistent with 
the comparable contributions of anion p orbitals in the VB with heavier cation atoms. Our 
definition of A (group III/group II) as the cation and B (group V/group VI) as the anion atoms 
holds except for the B36P36 and B36As36 fullerenes (Table 1), where the partial charges change 
sign. Notably, similar behavior has been observed in the computational study of other low-
dimensional semiconducting materials86. Both the standard and reversed charges can be 
explained in terms of the electronegativity of the substituent atoms. The group V (group VI) 
elements generally have much higher electronegativities than group III (group II) elements, but 
the electronegativity of boron (2.04) is comparable to that of phosphorus (2.19) and arsenic 
(2.18). Indeed, charge transfer observed in these materials correlates well to electronegativity 
differences, even upon inclusion of the boron-containing fullerenes (see Supporting Information 
Figure S7).  
Table 1. The net charge transfer from A to B atoms (qA-B), the Pauling electronegativity 
difference between B and A atoms ( ∆χB-A), and the extent of bonding character the A atom 
contributes in A-B bonds given by NBO analysis (BondA, in %) in A36B36 fullerenes. 
System qA-B ∆χB-A BondA 
BN 1.17 1.00 23 
BP -0.34 0.15 48 
BAs -0.56 0.14 51 
AlN 1.90 1.43 11 
AlP 1.18 0.58 23 
AlAs 0.92 0.57 27 
GaN 1.82 1.23 12 
GaP 1.07 0.38 26 
GaAs 0.79 0.37 30 
InN 1.78 1.26 12 
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InP 1.29 0.41 22 
InAs 1.01 0.40 27 
ZnS 1.49 0.93 10 
ZnSe 1.37 0.9 13 
CdS 1.49 0.89 10 
CdSe 1.36 0.86 13 
 
We next determined the extent of covalent or ionic character in A36B36 fullerene A-B 
bonds with NBO analysis. Here, we use the extent of bonding character the A atom contributes 
as a proxy for the covalent character of a bond (Table 1). Charge transfer and ionic character is 
strongest for first-row-anion fullerenes, and the A-B bonds become increasingly covalent with 
heavier anion atoms. Conversely, the lightest cation A=boron fullerenes have the most covalent 
bonds, and the other III-group elements all exhibit more ionic bonding. The II-VI fullerenes 
extend this trend with even more ionic bonding. We can explain the relative covalency or 
ionicity by invoking each element's electronegativity. Our analysis of the relationship between 
percent of bonding orbital contribution from the A atoms in localized NBO orbitals (BondA, in 
%) and the unitless Pauling electronegativity differences between A and B atoms ( ∆χB-A) reveals 
a log-log relation (R2=0.81): 
 log(BondA ) = −0.69 log(∆χB-A )+1.13 (4) 
in the A36B36 fullerenes (Figure 6). Among all materials studied, there are three A-B fullerene 
bonds that are outliers for this relation: B-N bonds in B36N36 fullerenes are more covalent than 
expected, whereas Zn-S and Cd-S bonds in Zn36S36, and Cd36S36 fullerenes are more ionic than 
electronegativity differences alone would predict.  
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Figure 6. The extent of bonding character the A atom contributes in A-B bonds (BondA) of 
A36B36 fullerenes given by NBO analysis as a function of the unitless Pauling electronegativity 
difference between B and A atoms ( ∆χB-A) in a log scale for III-V materials (green circles) and 
II-VI materials (orange circles). A linear best-fit line (gray dashed) is also shown. 
 
3c. Comparisons of A28B28, A30B30 and A36B36 Fullerenes 
Thus far, we have studied the energetic and electronic properties of A36B36 fullerenes and 
identified materials that are good candidates to form experimentally stable A36B36 fullerenes.  A 
key question that remains is the extent to which A36B36 fullerenes may be more stable than the 
equivalent A30B30 Buckminsterfullerene-like allotropes. For A36B36 fullerenes, the presence of 
four-membered rings absent from the Buckminsterfullerenes may introduce strain. On the other 
hand, the covalent, nonpolar bonds present in the five-membered rings of A30B30 fullerenes but 
absent in A36B36 structures may be energetically unfavorable. Therefore, we surveyed energetic 
properties of the previously studied combinations of III-V and II-VI elements for A30B30 models, 
which have 20 six-membered rings and 12 five-membered rings with 6 nonpolar, A-A bonds and 
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6 nonpolar, B-B bonds (Figure 1). In addition, we investigated a smaller fullerene model, A28B28, 
which has been experimentally15 and theoretically25, 29 characterized for boron nitride, that 
contains 6 four-membered rings and 24 six-membered rings (Figure 1).  
Geometry optimizations of both A28B28 and A30B30 fullerene structures preserve the 
coordination with no bond rearrangement. However, the alternating short and long bond lengths 
in the initial A28B28 structures become more comparable (see Supporting Information Table S7). 
In the A30B30 structures, the bond lengths become more disparate, corresponding to the distinct 
A-B, A-A, and B-B bonds (see Supporting Information Table S8). The lack of change in 
coordination indicates both A28B28 and A30B30 fullerenes are stable local minima. In order to 
compare the stability of these new fullerene structures with that of the A36B36 structures, we 
define a relative energy per pair of A, B atoms in the optimized A28B28 fullerene (E(A28B28)) and 
A30B30 fullerene (E(A30B30)) with respect to those in the optimized A36B36 fullerene (E(A36B36)): 
 Eper pair (A28B28 ) =
E(A28B28 )
28
−
E(A36B36 )
36 , and (5) 
 Eper pair (A30B30 ) =
E(A30B30 )
30
−
E(A36B36 )
36 . (6) 
Notably, the A30B30 fullerenes are less stable than the A36B36 fullerenes for almost all element 
pairs studied (Figure 7). This observation is in stark contrast to carbon-based fullerenes where 
C60 is an exceptionally stable carbon allotrope87-88. Lighter elements, as exemplified by the three 
nitrogen-containing A30B30 fullerenes (A=boron, aluminum, gallium), favor the larger fullerene 
structure. For instance, these C60 analogues are destabilized by more than 11 kcal/mol per A/B 
atom pairs with respect to A36B36 fullerenes (see Supporting Information Table S9). Similarly, 
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the other two aluminum-containing A30B30 fullerenes (B=phosphorus, arsenic) are destabilized 
by more than 5 kcal/mol per A/B atom pair with respect to A36B36 fullerenes. For all 16 
compounds considered, boron arsenide fullerenes are the only III-V material for which the 
B30As30 structure is more stable than B36As36. For II-VI materials, the A30B30 fullerenes are 
destabilized even further by about 10-14 kcal/mol per A/B pair with respect to the A36B36 
compounds. This energetic trend is not primarily a size effect, as the stabilities of A28B28 
fullerenes are comparable to A36B36 fullerenes, likely due to the presence only of even-
membered A-B-alternating rings. One exception to this size-insensitivity is the nitrogen-
containing A28B28 fullerenes, which have a relative energy of 2 kcal/mol per A/B pair higher 
compared to the larger A36B36 fullerenes.   
 
Figure 7. Relative energy per pair of A/B atoms in kcal/mol of geometry optimized A28B28 
(blue) and A30B30 (red) fullerenes with respect to A36B36 fullerenes from III-V (circles) and II-VI 
(squares) materials.  
We now examine the source of differences in relative stability of A30B30 and A36B36 
fullerenes with quantitative measures derived from the structural and electronic properties of the 
materials.  In order to determine structural effects, we built III-V and II-VI four-, five-, and six-
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membered rings, passivated the structures with hydrogen atoms, and computed the relative 
energies of geometry-optimized four- and five-membered rings with respect to optimized six-
membered rings (Figure 8). These energy penalties ( Epenalty
4 for four-membered rings and Epenalty
5
for five-membered rings) are computed as follows:  
 Epenalty
4 = 2 E(A2B2H4 )
2
−
E(A3B3H6 )
3



 ,  and (7) 
 Epenalty
5 =
5
2
E(A3B2H5 )
5
+
E(A2B3H5 )
5
−
E(A3B3H6 )
3



 ,   (8) 
where E(A2B2H4),  E(A3B2H5), E(A2B3H5), E(A3B3H6) are the energies of optimized A2B2H4 
four-membered ring molecules, A3B2H5 or A2B3H5 five-membered ring molecules, and A3B3H6 
six-membered ring molecules. The energy penalties of both four- and five-membered rings 
decrease with increasingly heavy anion atoms, but the relative stability of four- and five-
membered rings varies across the studied materials (Table 2). If bond strain is the largest factor, 
then four-membered ring energies will always be higher, whereas five-membered rings are 
expected to be unstable due to the lower favorability of nonpolar bonds with respect to their 
polar counterparts. The BN, AlN, AlP, AlAs and GaN materials penalize the five-membered ring 
structures more than four-membered rings, whereas all the other III-V materials show the reverse 
trend. In previous work75, we identified P-P bonds to be favorable in amorphous InP clusters, 
consistent with a lower five-membered ring penalty than four-membered ring penalty in this 
material (see Table 2).  The more ionic nature and larger size of the substituents in II-VI 
materials results in a much larger penalty for the nonpolar bond-containing five-membered ring 
structures and relatively small penalties for the four-membered rings.  
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Figure 8. Representative ball-and-stick models of hydrogen-passivated four-, five-, six-
membered rings: A2B2H4 (top left), A3B2H5 (bottom left), A2B3H5 (bottom right), and A3B3H6 
(top right) with A atoms shown in red, B atoms in blue and H atoms in gray.  
Table 2. Relative energy penalties of four-membered ( Epenalty
4 ), and five-membered ( Epenalty
5 ) 
rings with respect to six-membered rings in kcal/mol for III-V and II-VI materials.  
 Epenalty
4  Epenalty
5   Epenalty
4  Epenalty
5  
BN 51.1 58.2 GaAs 11.9 6.0 
BP 33.9 18.2 InN 27.1 25.1 
BAs 28.4 17.2 InP 19.2 10.6 
AlN 29.4 49.8 InAs 17.8 13.9 
AlP 19.8 21.8 ZnS 9.2 45.8 
AlAs 18.9 20.0 ZnSe 5.4 37.4 
GaN 31.0 44.5 CdS 6.8 39.0 
GaP 20.7 15.7 CdSe 5.6 35.7 
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In addition to the relative energy penalty between differing ring structures, the quantity of 
each ring structure type also matters. In each A30B30 fullerene, there are 12 five-membered rings 
but each A36B36 fullerene only contains 6 four-membered rings. Therefore the relative penalties 
for A30B30 and A36B36 fullerenes should be calculated as a weighted difference in the number of 
unfavorable rings on a per-pair of atom basis to maintain consistency as follows: 
 ∆Epenalty =
12Epenalty
5
30
−
6Epenalty
4
36 .  (9) 
The relative A30B30 to A36B36 fullerene energies correlate very well (R2=0.92) with the ring-
derived energy penalty differences between the two structures (Figure 9). Therefore, our 
simplified ring model captures all of the underlying differences in chemical bonding that 
stabilize the A36B36 fullerene structures. Although for some heavier III-V materials, five-
membered rings are more stable than four-membered rings, the larger (12 vs. 6) number of five-
membered rings in A30B30 fullerenes with respect to four-membered rings in A36B36 means that 
the 72-atom fullerene is almost always favored. In order to test the transferability of our derived 
trend, we investigated whether the relative overall stability of group IV elemental A60 and A72 
fullerenes (A=C, Si, or Ge) would correlate to the energy penalty differences based on their four-
, five-, and six-membered rings (see Supporting Information Method S2 for details). Here, any 
penalty in the four- and five-membered rings should be derived solely from strain because all 
bonds are now nonpolar. Heavier A60 (A=Si, Ge) fullerenes follow the same trend as the 
heteronuclear materials, but our ring energy penalty metric slightly underestimates the stability 
of the lighter C60. The difference comes from the underestimated energy penalty of the 
hydrogen-passivated four-membered ring because this isolated ring structure assumes an 
alternating single and double bond structure, but the four-membered rings in fullerenes all have 
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equivalent bond order. For the heavier group IV A60 (A=Si, Ge), the four-membered rings in the 
fullerene structures are twisted instead of flat, leading to a more representative energetic 
contribution from the isolated four-membered ring structure.  
 
Figure 9. Relationship of the relative energy per pair of AB atoms in kcal/mol of A30B30 
fullerenes referenced against A36B36 fullerenes from III-V (green circles), II-VI (orange squares), 
and IV (magenta triangles) materials with energy penalty differences per pair of AB atoms in 
kcal/mol between A30B30 and A36B36 fullerenes. A best-fit line (gray dashed) fit only to III-V and 
II-VI data is shown. Select labeled compounds are highlighted with bolder symbols. 
We also used a reference A36B36 spherical nanoparticle to directly compare stabilities of 
the three different fullerene geometries with respect to substituent cation or anion element 
changes. We calculate the relative energy per AB pair in three optimized fullerenes E(AnBn) 
(n=28, 30, or 36) with respect to those in the optimized A36B36 NP (E(NP)) as: 
 Eper pair (FL) =
E(AnBn )
n
−
E(NP)
36 . (10) 
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We then examined possible correlations between the relative energies of each fullerene structure 
with all previously studied materials property descriptors of underlying atoms (e.g., 
electronegativity or covalent radius) and structure-specific properties (e.g., four- or five-
membered rings). From several combinations, we obtained a descriptor, β, which is correlated to 
the relative stability for all three fullerene structures: 
 β = 18.17(rcov
A + rcov
B ) + 1
41
(0.19n4Epenalty
4 + 0.81n5Epenalty
5 ) − 0.06n6 , (11) 
where rcov
A  and rcov
B  are covalent radii of A and B atoms in  , n4, n5, n6 are number of four-, five-, 
six-membered rings in the fullerenes, and Epenalty
4 , Epenalty
5  are energy penalties of four-, five-
membered rings in kcal/mol. The relative stability of each fullerene (Eper pair(FL)) is correlated to 
the descriptor β (Figure 10): 
 Eper pair (FL) = β − 43.4 , (12) 
where the constant -43.4 kcal/mol depends on the chosen reference structure (an A36B36 NP). The 
quantities present in our β descriptor are an intuitive mixture of size- and structure-dependent 
properties. The relative energy of a fullerene increases with covalent radii of A, B atoms or total 
energy penalties of four-, five-membered rings, but it decreases with increasing structure size, as 
indicated by the number of six-membered rings. The instability caused by the energy penalty of 
five-membered rings is four times larger than that of four-membered rings, as indicated by 
weights in the final expression and thus this more general correlation indicates that nonpolar 
bonding is even more destabilizing in the general data set than in our original penalty vs. stability 
correlation. The size effect corresponding to the number of six-membered rings has a small 
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influence on the fullerene stability, suggesting topology of the fullerene, as described by 
constituent ring structure energetics, is much more relevant than the size. 
 
Figure 10. Relationship of relative energy per pair of AB atoms in kcal/mol of A28B28 (blue), 
A30B30 (red), and A36B36 (green) fullerenes referenced against the A36B36 spherical nanoparticles 
from III-V (circles) and II-V (squares) materials with a descriptor β which is a linear 
combination of sum of covalent radius of A and B atoms, total energy penalties of four-, five-
membered rings, and number of six-membered rings (the form of β is shown in text). A best-fit 
line (gray dashed) is also shown.  
 
4. Conclusions 
We have carried out a systematic study of the role of elemental identity in determining 
electronic, energetic, and geometric properties of prototypical (i.e., A28B28, A30B30, and A36B36) 
III-V and II-VI fullerene allotropes. Our use of a nanoparticle reference enabled identification of 
potentially stable Al36N36, Ga36N36, In36N36, and B36P36 fullerenes in addition to the previously-
characterized B36N36. We found a suitable composite descriptor of electronegativity differences 
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and sum of covalent radii that captured relative fullerene stability in these materials, and, 
importantly, this descriptor is transferable to group IV A72 fullerenes. We observed a shift in 
band gap with increasingly heavy cation or anion substitutions in the A36B36 fullerenes, as well 
as shifts in the dominant anion atom p orbitals in valence band and dominant cation atom p 
orbitals in conduction band, which can be explained by analyzing the NBO partial charges for 
the fullerenes. Our analysis of chemical bonding in these fullerenes revealed a log-log relation 
between bonding orbital contributions from A atoms in localized orbitals and the 
electronegativity differences between A and B atoms. 
We next investigated differences between the 72-atom fullerenes and their A30B30 
Buckminsterfullerene counterparts, where the latter contain covalent, nonpolar bonds due to the 
presence of five-membered rings absent in the former, which consists only of polar, alternating 
A-B bonds in four- and six-membered rings. We expected the four-membered rings of A36B36 
fullerenes to reduce overall stability due to their large strain energy, but we also anticipated that 
the nonpolar bonds in A30B30 fullerenes might be energetically unfavorable. We found the strain 
effect to be smaller than the penalty for nonpolar bonding, as A30B30 fullerenes were less stable 
than the A36B36 fullerenes for almost all element pairs studied.  We also considered size effects 
by comparison to a smaller A28B28 fullerene model, which contains solely four- and six-
membered rings and found the energetic trend to not be strongly size-dependent, as the stabilities 
of A28B28 fullerenes are comparable to A36B36 fullerenes. In order to understand the energetic 
difference, we constructed hydrogen-passivated four-, five-, and six-membered rings and 
computed energy penalties of the strain effect and nonpolar bonds induced by four- and five-
membered rings, respectively. We observed a strong correlation between the total relative energy 
penalties of these substituent ring models to relative fullerene energies. A simple descriptor that 
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consisted only of these penalties and a measure of element size via covalent radii correlated well 
to the stabilities of all three fullerene allotropes. Overall, our study has demonstrated a path 
forward for predicting the relative stability of additional fullerene allotropes of arbitrary shape 
and size. The strategy presented here should be useful in identifying new stable element 
combinations and doping strategies in fullerenes.  
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